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INTRODUCTIONStart New Groups

W

ould it be okay for your church to grow this year? Would it be all right if your church baptized more people, maybe a lot more people? Would it be okay if your worship services were
full to overflowing? I would certainly hope you say “yes” to all these questions and even give
each an enthusiastic “thumbs up!”
So let’s stretch our vision some. What would it take for your church to double in size in the next five years? What plans
would you develop? Would the plan include your pastor preaching twice as hard? Or twice as long? What if the worship
leader led twice as many songs? The pastor could make twice as many hospital visits, call twice as many deacon meetings,
double the number of books he reads, and spend half as much time with his family. Obviously, these ideas are not going to
engage twice as many people not currently connected to your church. These actions will probably make some difference,
mostly to your pastor and his family.
But what if your church doubled the number of small groups or Sunday School classes it has in the next five years?

A December Start
On a cold December day, a group of Sunday School leaders met for breakfast in a small conference room in downtown
Nashville. As we sat around the table, the conversation moved to the real reason we were all there. We are kindred spirits
who desperately want to see the church — the local church — impact communities with the gospel. We recognized that
there has probably never been a moment in world history when the local church has as many resources, methods, and
plans to reach the lost as it does today. Never! Yet, for all of our resources and ideas, the American church is not winning
America to Christ.
Deep inside each of us gathered around that conference table was a burning desire
to see local churches engage their neighbors with the gospel. We shared our hearts
about wanting to see God move in our lives, in our churches, and in our country; and
we had an idea.
New groups!
The more we shared around the table, the more excited we became. Starting
new groups seemed so simple. We all know that the more groups that
exist in a local church, the more people the church will reach with the
gospel. More people will be involved in Bible study and leadership.
More people will receive ministry. It is so obvious. What will impact
more lives with the gospel: five groups or ten groups?
We made a covenant that day to do whatever we could to encourage churches, pastors, Sunday School directors, small group
leaders, and anyone else we could find to start new groups in their
church. Two hours later we were in another meeting when two men
who knew nothing about our breakfast discussion began talking about
starting new groups as a way of evangelism and discipleship. We
shared with our friends and peers and discovered we were not alone.
Others were already thinking about the value of starting new groups as
well.
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As we talked, we realized we needed a plan. This handbook is part of the resources included in the plan. But it is more than
a handbook, it is also meant to inspire you and encourage you to start new groups. Not just one group — many groups. Every contributor has experience starting new groups. In addition, each of us is starting new groups. We believe a movement
of starting new groups in our churches will engage and reach more people than any other strategy of which we are aware.
4N
 ew groups can be started by any church: rural or urban; downtown or suburban; large or small; and of any
ethnicity.
4 As a general rule, a new group will usually increase attendance by about ten people.
4 New

groups help the church actually do what it ought to be doing anyway — 12 for the equipping of the saints
for the work of ministry, for the edifying of the body of Christ. (Ephesians 4:12 NKJV)
4S
 tarting new groups is a movement of lay people. Pastors and ministers inspire and motivate, but ultimately it is
the average church member who actually starts a new group.
4 All you need to start a new group is a leader, a Bible, and some passion. Money is optional.

Definitions
Language is important, so as you read through this resource you need to be aware of some terms that we are using.
Groups — In the past, terms such as “units” or “classes” have been used, as in “start some new units.” We are combining these terms under the word “groups” because we believe the term better represents what we are connecting people to.
Besides, who wants to belong to a unit!
Open Groups — An “open group” is designed so that a person with no prior background can attend the group. Sunday
School is a classic “open group” strategy. Discipleship groups are usually closed groups. For example, a new person would
be completely lost if their first group experience was week seven of an Experiencing God group. For our purposes we are
espousing the open group strategy when we talk about new groups.
Sunday School — We are using the term “Sunday School” as an overall term that includes home groups and small
groups. Also, many churches today refer to their Sunday morning Bible study as Life Groups, Community Groups, Bible Fellowships, etc. It would be impossible to use all of these variations. So if you use one of these other names, please bear with
us. Virtually everyone is familiar with the term Sunday School. When you read it, just insert the name you use for open Bible
study groups in your church.
Grading — Every local church has a system to determine which group a person would belong to. Many churches agegrade and have different groups for 20s, 30s and 40-year-old people, for example. Others use a life situation system based
on the ages of the family’s children.
Group Leader — Groups today have a variety of terms for the person who leads the group, such as: Sunday School
teacher, facilitator, small group leader, director, etc. In this resource, we use the term “group leader” to identify the person
that the group looks to for leadership and who usually leads the Bible study group experience.
New Groups Catalyst — Most groups need someone to encourage them to begin a new group and provide some form
of accountability. Although it seems that starting a new group is a natural thing for an existing group to do, the reality is
very few groups ever initiate starting a new group on their own. Almost always, a person outside the group helps initiate the
beginning of a new group. Often, this person is the pastor and/or the Sunday School director. This new group’s catalyst is a
critical part of a new group’s movement in the local church.
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One Last Word
I saw a guy wearing a t-shirt recently about a certain political movement. We were in line together at a coffee shop and I
was curious. I asked him how the movement represented on his shirt was doing. He didn’t know; he just liked wearing the
shirt!
A movement of new groups will take more than just wearing a shirt! It takes work to start a new group. For the average
church member, starting new groups is counter intuitive. They do not understand it, and they are going to resist it. Do it
anyway!
You are going to have to be a leader and leaders get criticized. Do it anyway!
People resist change, resist new surroundings, and resist new ideas. Do it anyway!
There are many people in your town or city who do not know Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior. Starting new groups and
inviting them into a biblically functioning community is one of the best strategies you have to reach them. It will take work,
persistence, and patience. Your work and ministry to start new groups is going to impact the eternal destination of a lot of
people. In the end, it is worth doing.
There is only one way to join the start new groups movement.
Start a new group!
Welcome to the movement.
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CHAPTER 1Why Start New Groups

P

astor, I know we need to reach more people. I know you want to start a new Sunday School class.
I think that is great. But, remember, our class has been together for years and we LIKE it. We know
you would not want to disturb US.

Every pastor with a growth button has heard that statement. That thinking is “all about us,” and not about the people who
need to hear the gospel of Christ. There are some basic biblical truths that all Christians need to remember.
4

23

For all have sinned and fall short of the glory of God. (Romans 3:23 NKJV)

4

23

For the wages of sin is death, but the gift of God is eternal life in Christ Jesus our Lord. (Romans 6:23 NKJV)

4 8 But God demonstrates His own love toward us, in that while we were yet sinners, Christ died for us.
(Romans 5:8 NKJV)
4 9 That if you confess with your mouth the Lord Jesus, and believe in your heart that God has raised Him from the
dead, you will be saved. 10 For with the heart one believes unto righteousness, and with the mouth confession is
made unto salvation. 13 For “whoever calls on the name of the Lord shall be saved.” (Romans 10:9-10,13 NKJV)
Most people know these verses as “The Roman Road.” We also know that the “all” in Romans 3:23 means exactly what it
says, ALL. Therefore since EVERYONE needs to hear, we must understand that we need to tell them. One of the best ways to
tell them is to get them involved in a small group of people who love them and model the love of Christ before them as they
come together to study the Bible. One out of every three people involved in a small group who do not know Jesus Christ
as Savior will place their faith in Him within the first twelve months of being involved. That is reason enough to start a new
Bible study group.
There are some statistics that may help you get a clearer picture of why starting a new group will make a difference, especially for young adults.
4 6
 1% of those age 20-29 and 42% of those above 30 said they would be willing to be in a small group Bible
study if a friend asked them to come.
48
 9% of those age 20-29 and 75% of those above 30 said they would be willing to listen to someone tell them
about Christianity.
46
 3% of those 20-29 and 47 % of those above 30 said they would attend a church that presents truth to them in
an understandable way.
45
 8% of those age 20-29 and 38% of those above 30 said they would be likely to attend a church if the people
there cared about them as a person.
** NOTE: From research reported in Lost and Found by Ed Stetzer, Ritchie Stanley and Jason Hayes (Nashville: B&H Publishing Group, 2009).

Behind each of these is a relationship. Relationships open the door for us to tell people about the Savior who has changed
our life. I heard one friend say it well, “It is one beggar, telling another beggar where to find food.”
If you think about it, there are limited kinds of unchurched people you will encounter in your community. There are the unchurched who have never been involved with any church. You will also find people who attended as a child but no longer
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attend (some call them the de-churched). You will also find unchurched people who are friendly toward believers, but disconnected. They are not particularly angry at the church, they just don’t have a reason to attend. A fourth group are those
hostile toward the church or who have had a bad experience with the church.
We will encounter some of each of these groups. We must respond to each with the love of Christ and look for open doors
to share the gospel with them. We share knowing that not all will accept Christ, but with the hope that some will.

Seeing as Christ Saw
But when He saw the multitudes, He was moved with
compassion for them, because they were weary and scattered
like sheep having no shepherd. (Matthew 9:36 NKJV)
36

How do you see the people in your community? Do you
see the downhearted, distressed, homeless, broken
families? Do you see the single parent families? Do you
see the latchkey children? Do you see the alcoholics,
the drug addict, and those with sexual addictions? Do
you see the down and outs; the up and outs? Jesus saw
them and had compassion on them all. He went where
they were and ministered to them. We must do the same.
They will listen if we go. They are searching for answers.
“Teacher, which is the great commandment in the law?”
Jesus said to him, “‘You shall love the Lord your God with
all your heart, with all your soul, and with all your mind.’
38
This is the first and great commandment. 39 And the second is
like it: ‘You shall love your neighbor as yourself.’ 40 On these two
commandments hang all the Law and the Prophets.”
(Matthew 22:36-40 NKJV)
36
37

We have been commanded and commissioned to make disciples of the unreached people around us. When Jesus was
asked a question about the greatest commandment, He pointed to two commands. Jesus told them to love the Lord their God
with all their heart, soul, and mind. Jesus told them the second command was to love your neighbor as yourself.
And Jesus came and spoke to them, saying, “All authority has been given to Me in heaven and on earth. 19 Go therefore
and make disciples of all the nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit,
20
teaching them to observe all things that I have commanded you; and lo, I am with you always, even to the end of the
age.” Amen. (Matthew 28:18-20 NKJV)
18

We demonstrate obedience to these commands by carrying out the Great Commission. We love our neighbors by telling
them about the Lord we love with all our being and with a view toward them becoming disciples as well.

Putting It All Together
Philip Thurman is pastor of LifeBridge Community Church in Madison, Mississippi. The church began by meeting in homes and
eventually met in a school. They also leased office space. Philip’s wife began a small group Bible study and invited the wife of
the owner of the leased space. The wife of the owner told her husband. He went to Philip’s office one day and asked about this
“Jesus stuff.” Philip began meeting with him in his office. Soon both the owner and his wife came to Christ. Prior to his baptism,
he asked if he could invite some family members and friends. He invited 25 or so to come and they did. He then asked Philip
if he could teach him how to lead a small group Bible study and Philip gladly agreed. The owner started the new group with
some of those who came to his baptism. He began discipling them just as Philip had done with him.
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4 All have sinned and need Jesus. (He is the only way to salvation.)
4 Most people around us are not involved in a small group Bible study.
4A
 great majority in the community say they will listen to the gospel and even come to a small group Bible study if
invited by a friend.
4 The people in our communities need to hear the gospel.
4 We are commanded to love people and commissioned to go after them.
4 If we do not show them the love of Jesus, the enemy will keep swaying them with his lies.
4 We have the opportunity of our lives to have supernatural spiritual community impact.
What more reasons do we need? Pray intensely and see specifically who Jesus wants you to reach in your neighborhoods.
There are countless friends waiting to be reached and discipled with the gospel. That is the reason to start a new small
group Bible study in your church and in your community.
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CHAPTER 2Finding Your Target

S

everal years ago some friends were appointed as missionaries through the International Mission
Board of the Southern Baptist Convention. Though they desired every person on their new home
continent to be reached with the gospel, they did not describe their purpose in such broad terms.
Instead, they talked about reaching a specific people group to which they had been assigned and
about whom they had learned language, needs, social characteristics, family distinctives, and other
information that allowed them to form a strategy specifically for reaching a group with the gospel.
The commission to go everywhere and teach everyone is a daunting task. But, the task becomes manageable when broken
down into smaller segments. Starting new targeted groups within the context of a larger ministry means each group has a
specific someone to reach and teach in a way that leads to life transformation.

Why Determine a Target for Your New Group?
A Target Concentrates Outreach
Identifying a target for your new group will bring focus to your outreach efforts. Knowing your target group will help you understand what evangelism strategies may be most effective, what type of media may have the most impact, what community
events and activities may be the best place to find prospects, what days or times may be the most fruitful, and many other
factors that help outreach leaders narrow the possibilities for how intentional outreach might take place.
A Target Connects Guests
When guests visit your church, they need a way to quickly determine which group may be the best fit for them. Groups with
generic names, broad age ranges, or creative titles may not communicate clearly. Guests are looking for people with whom
they may easily build relationships. Targeted groups also assist church greeters and information center volunteers to more
easily suggest groups for guests to attend. Churches who offer website-based systems for searching and connecting with
groups will also find this method much easier to set up and administrate when using more targeted group names.
A Target Deepens Training
Training is an essential part of helping new group leaders to succeed. It follows that the more specific and applicable the
training can be, the more likely the group leader can succeed. For example, training leaders on how to lead a group discussion is helpful. Training leaders on how to lead a discussion-driven group for young adults is better. Leaders of specific target
groups can focus on learning specific information concerning the life needs, trends, values, concerns, questions, and interests of those who are in their sights. Church leaders will better know how to funnel news articles, research, study resources,
teaching helps, and other insightful information directly to those who will have the most reason and opportunity to use it.
A Target Maximizes Resources
In today’s information saturated world, the pure amount of resource material may be overwhelming. Choosing a target for
your group enables you to immediately narrow your focus toward that which is most helpful for that group. Targeted groups
also help small group ministries become better stewards of time and energy by spreading out the amount of volunteer
hours and energy over the largest number of people possible rather than potentially duplicating efforts toward some people
groups while ignoring others.
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A Target Assigns Responsibility
We have all heard it said that no one does what is everyone’s responsibility. When everyone is assigned to reach and minister to everyone,
criteria for evaluation and accountability become difficult to establish and administer. When definite target groups are identified and
assigned, the necessary aspects of a small group ministry become
easier to manage. The purpose of evaluation is to see which
groups may need additional training, leadership help, ideas for
growth and ministry, or other assistance that might otherwise
remain hidden in groups with no clear identifiable target.
A Target Promotes Action
The nature of a target implies someone is aiming for it! When
groups are generically assembled, a “wait and see who comes” approach is often an unintended consequence. Groups may be inclined
to be more passive when it comes to intentional outreach. Groups that
have a target, however, have a clear goal set before them. Leaders of target
groups no longer see a crowd of people but can pick out specific individuals for
contact. Prospect lists, church guest registration rolls, and other databases are no longer
confusing information sources but are clear calls to action.

Examples of Targets for Your New Group
Age — Perhaps the most longstanding grouping method is simply to target an age range of participants. While this approach
is clear and specific (you’re either between the ages of 30-39 or you’re not), challenges exist. First, simple age ranges do little
to really describe the life needs, family makeup, or other unique characteristics that may connect someone on a personal level
with others in the group. An age range grouping may result in a class still so diverse that it is difficult to pinpoint much of a target
group at all. For example, a class of 40-49 year olds could easily have parents of preschool children, parents of high school
students, and grandparents. Strict age groups will also require some form of “promotion” which may present an additional
complication to the ministry strategy for adults. Also, married couples may span more than one age range. Larger churches may
have multiple classes with similar age groups. That means more to choose from which can be confusing for the guest.
Still, when examining the offering of groups within your adult group ministry, an age range may emerge that can serve as at
least a starting point for launching a new unit. For example, if almost everyone in your adult ministry is over the age of 40,
a group targeting 30-somethings is certainly needed. The same may be true for smaller churches whose current or potential
attendance may not warrant more specificity in their grouping system.
Life Situation — A second method for identifying a target group is to classify groups into life situations or life stages.
Leaving chronological age out of the picture, target groups may include designations such as parents of teenagers, parents
of preschoolers, single adults, retired adults, empty nesters, college students, young professionals, parents of children, and
other life situations. These types of target groups provide a system of clear organization while allowing for a good deal of
variety within the group. For example, a group for parents of elementary school children may include ages from 25-45,
single parents, and married couples. Promotion or renaming classes is still necessary because no one stays in the same
life stage. For segments of your church other than adults, consider new groups for Preteens, Middle School or Junior High,
Older Preschoolers or other life stages that may currently be underserved or left out of your current structure.
Affinity — Some churches have found success in targeting special interest areas as a means for starting new groups. This
may particular be successful when paired with a specific location such as a group meeting at a golf club. Other affinity
areas could include recreational pursuits, hobbies, activity groups, or topical studies. One long term strategy may be to
launch the new group through a specific interest study (such as a marriage, financial management, or Bible survey) and then
transition the group into the standard grouping system used by the church.
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Area — Geography provides another means for establishing target groups. This may be especially true in urban areas
where people may travel some distance to attend worship services or even in smaller communities in which clear neighborhood or other physical boundaries exist. Multiple elementary schools, apartment complexes, natural landmarks, traffic patterns, subdivisions, and other distinctives may be a natural way of providing targets for your adult group ministry strategy.
Access — When determining potential target groups, consider how many options there are for people to connect in a
group ministry. For example, if Sunday morning is the only time when groups meet, consider which groups are eliminated
. . . those who work on Sundays, adults who teach in other age departments, etc. Starting new groups at other times and
places may open up access to those who are otherwise unable to attend.
Any and All — Finally, remember that it is not necessary to adopt only one of these target group strategies. Instead, using several different targets (Ages, Affinities, Life Situation) at different access points (at church and in homes, on Sunday
morning and times outside of Sunday morning) multiplies the opportunities for people to connect to the overall ministry of the
church.

Finding a Target for My Group
Having examined some reasons for and examples of target groups, the next step is to determine how to identify the target
for the new groups needed in your church organization.
Gaps
Examine the current structure for groups within your church. What seems to be missing? How has the passing of time affected your class lineup? For example, if the members of the “Young Adult” class now all have children in high school and
college, the time is right for a new young adult group. If the Children’s Class/Department is heavily populated with older
children, a group for younger children may be required. Remember, many large classes actually have “groups within the
group.” Starting new groups out of the existing classes may clarify the mission and encourage others to be a part of a new
group’s movement in your church.
Community Needs and Demographics
Observe the significant changes taking place where you live. Has an increase or decrease in the availability of jobs affected the make-up or population of your community? Are new neighborhoods being built? Has there been a geographic shift
concerning where residential growth is taking place? Are there other challenges that warrant close attention to how groups
are structured, what resources to consider, or what needs can be met? Examine the latest demographic data (available from
most local chambers of commerce) to see how the numbers of married couples, single families, numbers of children, and
other descriptive information might help you determine what new groups are needed by your community.
Personal Concerns
Finally, ask the Lord to give you a personal burden for some group in your community. This may come from your own life
as a member of the target group or from lessons learned from having come out of it. For example, those who have grown
children may have a special burden to help those who are beginning the journey or struggling through the teenage years.
Others who have experienced the pain of divorce may have a special burden and understanding for how to connect with
and help those who are now in its grasp. God will be faithful to lead you in your desire to make disciples.
As you prepare to launch new groups in your ministry, thinking through your target will be worth the time and effort. Having
a target for your new group will help the group work efficiently, connect deeply, plan wisely, and grow transformationally.
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CHAPTER 3Show Them the Apprentice!

W

hen I finished a training event in a church for teachers and leaders of adult groups, one of
the teachers told me he finally figured out why his group did not believe him when he said
they were going to start another group. He said it was because he had not shown them an
apprentice.
They will believe you when you begin enlisting and training an apprentice!

Why is leader multiplication essential?
Jesus gave us the mission of multiplication when He commanded us to
make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father
and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe all
things that I commanded you; and I am with you always, even to
the end of the age (Matthew 28:19-20 NKJV). This is bigger than
we can accomplish alone. Jesus recognized this when He said to
his disciples the harvest truly is plentiful but the laborers are few
(Matthew 9:37 NKJV).
And the things that you have heard from me among many
witnesses, commit these to faithful men who will be able to
teach others also. (2 Timothy 2:2 NKJV)
2

Paul understood the mission when he instructed Timothy, a young
pastor, to commit to faithful men the things Paul had taught him
so that those men would teach others also. Three generations of
multiplication were involved in Paul’s directions. It is not just a matter of
multiplying ourselves. Rather it is about multiplying ourselves into others
who will multiply themselves.
But a hireling, he who is not the shepherd, one who does not own the sheep, sees the wolf coming and leaves the sheep
and flees; and the wolf catches the sheep and scatters them. 13 The hireling flees because he is a hireling and does not care
about the sheep. (John 10:12-13 NKJV)
12

The fact is that one shepherd can only lead so many sheep. More shepherds are required to reach and care for more sheep.
Rick Warren quoted a Gallup survey which indicated that churches might have five times as many leaders serving if potential leaders were asked or trained. The lack of additional shepherds is the number one reason more new groups are not
started today.

How do I enlist and train multiplying leaders?
Now after John was put in prison, Jesus came to Galilee preaching the gospel of the kingdom of God, 15 and saying “The
time is fulfilled, and the kingdom of God is at hand. Repent, and believe in the gospel.” (Mark 1:14-15 NKJV)
14

Now it came to pass in those days that He went out to the mountain to pray, and continued all night in prayer to God.
(Luke 6:12 NKJV)
12
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And He called the twelve to Himself, and began to send them out two by two, and gave them power over unclean spirits.
(Mark 6:7 NKJV)
7

Then the apostles gathered to Jesus and told Him all things, both what they had done and what they had taught.
(Mark 6:30 NKJV)
30

These scriptures tell us Jesus taught and modeled ministry and prayed before He called the twelve apostles (sent ones). After
Jesus called them, He prepared them by continuing to teach and model ministry with them before sending them out. They
were sent out in pairs to do what He had been doing. Then He called them together for a report time.
Since people have varying abilities and previous experiences, multiplying leaders will usually require between six and
twelve months. Consider these apprenticing steps:
4 Pray. Ask for God’s leadership in discovering those He wants you to apprentice.
4 Observe. Spend time watching what God is doing in the lives of those in (and around) your group.
4 T
ake them with you. Invite potential leaders to join you for life and group activities. Go to a ball game
together. Make a visit. Have a meal. Plan a fellowship. Give them growing assignments.
4 Debrief what they did. Ask questions. Listen. Affirm strengths and gifts. Offer suggestions for the future.
4 A
 sk them to serve. Following God’s leadership in prayer and observation, formalize your apprenticing
efforts by asking them to join you in ministry. This will heighten their attention to your training efforts from that
point forward.
4 Increase the training pace. In anticipation of releasing the multiplying leader to serve, give an increasing
number and mix of opportunities for leadership expression. For instance, move from one teaching Sunday to
teaching every other Sunday prior to releasing them to serve.
4 S
 et a launch date. After prayer and observation, determine a date to start the new group. Communicate the
date with the apprentice and with the group. Hesitate to send the apprentice out alone. Remember, Jesus sent
them out in pairs. If you are leaving the current group in the apprentice’s hands so you can leave to start a new
group, let the group know what you are doing and express confidence in the apprentice as he or she takes over
the group’s leadership.
4 C
 elebrate the launch. Remember to praise God and affirm those who have helped launch the new group.
Celebrate with sponsoring groups, the new group, and in the congregation.
4 Lead them to choose an apprentice. Help your apprentice become a multiplying leader by leading him/
her to prayerfully enlist and begin investing in an apprentice.
4 C
 ontinue to coach. Following the launch of the new group, continue to encourage the new group leader.
Coach him/her through challenges toward fruitfulness.

What apprenticing curriculum should I use?
The teaching plan for training your apprentice starts with your life and group leadership practices. Invite your apprentice to
join you in both. Investing in an apprentice will appropriately begin with a time of getting acquainted. Then it is important to
assess what the apprentice’s knowledge, experience, and need may be. Prayer together is essential!
Beyond introduction and evaluation, asking many questions will help greatly. Addressing basics is important. Encourage
quiet time practices. Demonstrate yours. Help him or her develop the ability to evaluate priorities. Other issues that will need
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to be addressed are lesson preparation, teaching, fellowship planning, making contacts and visits, organizing the group ministry, and mobilizing people into service. Affirm progress. And don’t forget to spend time focusing on multiplying the new leader!
Hand off responsibility in increasing amounts. Follow this pattern of progression:
4 I do, you watch.
4 I do, you help.
4 You do, I help.
4 You do, I watch.
4 You do, someone else watches.
Debriefing after each assignment reinforces the learning and allows for adjustments along the way.
In your weekly interaction, consider reading and discussing helpful Sunday School books and articles, like the following
books by David Francis:
4 The 3D Sunday School: A Three Dimensional Strategy (focus on inviting, discovering, and connecting)
4 I-6 Invite: A Six-Lane Strategy Toward an Inviting Sunday School (focus on inviting)
4 The Discover Triad: Three Facets of a Dynamic Sunday School Class (focus on discovering, teaching, and
learning)
4 Connect3: The Power of One Sunday School Class (focus on connecting)
**NOTE: These resources are available as free downloads from lifeway.com/davidfrancis.

Avoid focusing only on one aspect, such as teaching. Keep your apprenticing balanced. This will keep both of you effective.

Where can I find sponsors for multiplying groups?
A sponsor is someone who will pray for, invite to, and fellowship with a new group. The pastor, educational staff, Sunday
School/small groups director, and other leaders may be sponsors. Sponsors can also be individuals, Bible study groups,
and the congregation as a whole. Finding one or more groups to pray, invite, and fellowship can greatly strengthen the new
group launch.
Pray. Inviting people to pray for the new group prepares hearts and minds for the new group. Prayer sensitizes eyes and
ears to others. We are more likely to be able to see God at work around them and to hear what God wants them to do
when we are praying. Ask people to pray for leaders, people who will be reached, and lives that will be changed.
Invite. A month prior to the launch of a new group, ask other groups and the congregation to invite people within the
target of the group that will be launched. Provide printed invitations. Mail invitations to all recent worship guests who are in
the target range of the group. Set up a registration table. Share a testimony by the new group leader. Invite multiple times
and ways.
Fellowship. Prior to and following the group launch, plan times of fun and ministry for the new group. Invite potential
members to participate. Work to connect with guests and get contact information for follow up. Other Bible study groups
may want to sponsor these fellowship times initially to encourage the new group.
Gathering a team of sponsors is also a way of multiplying leaders. It creates a culture of new group expectation and support.
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How can I build multiplication into my group?
There are several things you can do to instill multiplication into the DNA of a group. Consider the following ideas:
Talk about it. Talk about passing on faith to children, your community, and our world. Make it natural. Remind the group
regularly about the need for more groups and more shepherds in order to reach and care for more sheep. Talk about it during regular and special group gatherings.
Don’t do it alone. Enlist people to help. Give tasks and ministry away. Enlist leaders to carry out group roles and functions. Apprentice, release, and continue to coach.
Expect every group leader to multiply. Regularly ask who your group leaders are praying for and enlisting as their
apprentice(s).
Gather your team. Gathering your leadership team can (1) identify insights into potential apprentices, (2) prevent multiple leaders from focusing on the same potential apprentice, and (3) reinforce multiplication steps.

What is your next step?
Without focusing on others, group members will tend to keep Jesus to themselves. Without additional leaders, the group
leader will tend to focus only on teaching and neglect the reaching and caring aspects of group life. Without apprentices,
new groups will not be started when needed or with confident prepared leaders. Finally, an apprentice is a concrete reminder for the group that there is more work to do and more people to reach. Show them the apprentice!
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CHAPTER 4Forming New Groups

A

healthy Sunday School and Small Group Ministry is constantly forming new groups. This idea of
creating new groups is rooted in Scripture. Jesus told His disciples, 1 I am the true vine, and My
Father is the vinedresser. 2 Every branch in Me that does not bear fruit He takes away; and every
branch that bears fruit He prunes, that it may bear more fruit (John 15:1-2). Jesus explained that the
Father cuts off every branch that does not bear fruit, pruning so that the vine will be more fruitful.
Vines were pruned each year. New growth came at the cut. The trunk, with its strong root system, supported and nourished
the new growth. The fruit was produced on the new growth, not the old. A growing Sunday School and/or Small Group
Ministry is constantly creating new groups to bear much fruit.

Forming New Groups — How?
In the introduction, Bob Mayfield reminded us that all you need to start a new group is a leader, a Bible, and some passion.
New Group Catalysts must constantly be on the lookout for potential group leaders. Many churches make the mistake of
forming new groups without adequate planning and preparation.
Let me suggest the following steps to effectively start a new group:
Seek God’s wisdom. Pray about the need and ask the Father to provide leadership.
Clarify your vision. Help others catch the vision of connecting people through Bible study groups living and sharing
the Gospel. Assess your growth potential. Seek to determine the number of unchurched people within a two or three miles
radius of your church facilities. Find a way to communicate what you discover to encourage others to help you start new
groups for those you discover.
Identify your target. Analyze the ages enrolled and attending in your existing organization to determine the accurate
composition of each existing group. Compare the composition of the existing groups with the composition of the community
surrounding your church. Also, examine the attendance patterns of the current groups. Have some of your existing groups
become stagnant? Consider the unreached people groups in your area and insure that you have the right
makeup of groups to reach your community.

Develop a plan of action. .
Consider the following steps:
Identify a potential place. Space to enlarge the organization
by adding new Sunday School groups is essential to a growing Sunday School. Churches should also consider starting groups in homes
or work settings in order to reach those who will not or cannot come to
the church facilities.
Discover the person of peace. When starting a new group, look for
a “person of peace” who has an affinity with the place and the people.
This person will endorse and support the group as it launches. A person of
peace may be a member of the church and or sponsoring group, a business
owner, or the owner of the house where the group meetings will take place.
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Set a date to launch the group. New groups can be started at any time. The natural time is at the start of the new Sunday School year. Reorganizing the Sunday School for growth is expected at this time. Another time to consider is at the start
of the calendar year. Everything is new and the new group has some time to solidify itself before the summer months.
Determine the day, time, and how often the group will meet. If groups are going to impact the harvest, groups
should be ongoing and consistent on when they meet.
Obtain appropriate resources. Remember your audience and your purpose when selecting resources.
Build relationships with the target audience. Conduct a seed event such as a fellowship, Backyard Kids Club,
Vacation Bible School, Block Party, prayer walk, etc.
Celebrate the new beginning.
Train the class/group members. Equip them based on the unique needs of the target and the Bible study resources
selected. Seek to answer questions about barriers that may keep the target group from understanding the gospel. Commission the leaders to fulfill the tasks for which they have been trained.
Options for Children (optional) — A decision will have to be made concerning children if the group expects to reach
young and median adults and their children. Most traditional Sunday School organizations will provide groups for every
age. On campus or off campus groups that meet during the week will need to consider options for children. Ideally, these
options will provide age-appropriate Bible study and not just “babysitting.”

Ways to Form New Groups
New groups can be started in several ways. Each way has strengths and weaknesses.
Paper Group
A “paper” group begins with a leader and a list of potential group members. Several years ago, I was an interim staff member at First Baptist Church in Cookeville, Tenn. The church started a group for college-age couples with this method. First,
a group leader had a vision for expanding the church’s ministry to married Tennessee Tech University students. The group
leader and the college department group diligently knocked on doors in the married housing units looking for people who
were married but not attending a Bible study group. The group launched with six participants and the group leaders. None
of the members had previously attended First Baptist. While this group met on campus, the group could have easily met in
one of these couple’s apartments or at a location on or near the college campus.
Dropout Group
A second method that I might suggest is the dropout group. In many ways this group is formed much like the paper group.
Every existing group is made up of nonattendees, sporadic attendees, irregular attendees, and regular attendees. Dropout
groups are very successful in helping non-attendees and sporadic attendees become connected to a group where their
needs are better met. To use this method, the new group catalyst enlists and empowers the new group leader and provides
him with a list of people connected to the church who are presently not attending any groups on a regular basis. Many pastors have jumpstarted their Sunday School by beginning a pastor’s class using the dropout group method. In a church that
has gone through some major crisis or whose worship attendance is larger than the Sunday School, this method can be very
effective.
Dividing Group
A third method for starting a new group is by dividing a current group. When using this method, one group is simply divided to become two or more groups. Many people shy away from using the dividing group method, but it can be an effective way to start a group. Do you really think any parent will be upset if you split the first-sixth-grade group in half? I doubt
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it. Yes, most adult groups will resist dividing their group, but the divided group remains an effective way to create new, age
appropriate groups especially for preschoolers, children, and students. Some smaller churches may need to start groups for
young adults both married and single … the divided group may be very effective to launch these types of groups. The key is
focusing on the goal of connecting people through Bible study groups living and sharing the Gospel.
Seed Group
The most effective method for forming new adult groups is the seed technique. This method gives a new group the greatest
probability for success. A successful “seed” group is composed of persons committed to Christ, to Bible study, and to reaching others. These seed members need to commit to being faithful in attendance until the group is established. This group is
often referred to as a mission group, because an existing group births the new group, much like a mother church births a
new mission.
Don’t forget about starting a group outside the regular meeting times and structure of your current groups. Challenge existing groups to plant a branch where lost people congregate and live. The branch strategy could be started using several of
the methods above, but the key point is that the groups are started by an existing group in the harvest field.
Regardless of how started, new groups can be very effective in reaching the harvest fields that the Bible describes as “white
unto harvest.” The effectiveness of the groups depends on soil in which the group is planted. My daughter and son-in-law
are missionaries in Indonesia. Like many parts of America, Indonesia is resistant to Christianity. But even there, people are
looking for friends and asking spiritual questions. Start a group and work the soil. Trust God for the increase.

Care and Feeding of the New Group
After a baby is born, the parents do everything in their power to ensure the well-being and prosperity of their child. A child
needs help from others to grow and mature. Sunday School directors, Small Group Coordinators, and pastors must make
sure the new groups are fed prospective members and that encouragement is provided during the early days of the new
groups. With proper attention, passion, hard work, and undergirded with prayer, the group will grow and so will your
church.
The author remembers a statement made by Carl George at a conference entitled Breaking the 800 Barrier; “Daughtering
doesn’t indicate proficiency; grand-daughtering does.” Groups should be organized with apprentice leaders and should
be expected to multiply when certain parameters are met. The group could consider forming a new group when the group
reaches 8-12 participants for most off campus groups and 12-30 attendees for most on campus groups. Birthing takes place
when either the apprentice or the existing leader leaves the group and forms a new group. These groups can be formed
utilizing any of the methods suggested above.
Groups fulfilling the purpose of connecting people through Bible study groups living and sharing the gospel should be
encouraged to stay open to new members. David Francis defines an open group as a group that expects guests every week.
Group sessions should include a time for relationship building, Bible study, and testimonies (stories) from class/group members. Groups also provide regular opportunities to fellowship and build relationships with prospective members and guests.
Evangelistic-minded groups utilize an “empty chair” to represent the next member God is calling to join the group.

Conclusion
Forming New Groups should not be seen as an option, but as an opportunity to reach your community for Christ. In a study
of Georgia’s fastest growing Sunday Schools, over half of the churches created new groups as the growth strategy. Others
in the study were starting new groups in response to growth in their community. Churches that create new groups tend to
develop a “whatever it takes” attitude. Are you willing to do “whatever it takes” and start a new group? Join the movement,
start a group.
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CHAPTER 5When and Where New
Groups Begin

A

n unknown author once said, “What may be done at any time will be done at no time.” A new
group will not form on its own one Sunday morning, or just happen by accident one Tuesday night.
Leaders must be deliberate and prayerful regarding the opportunities God provides for their church.
3
Commit your works to the LORD, And your thoughts will be established. (Proverbs 16:3 NKJV)
When to Start a New Group
When a new group begins is a strategic decision. Existing group leaders and church leaders plan months out before starting
a new group. Leaders need to be enlisted and trained, curriculum choices made, meeting space secured, and a prospect file
developed and worked. For example, say the church leadership determines there is a gap in their small group ministry. Most
of the parents in the young adult group are parents of preschoolers. The next group consists primarily of parents of teenagers. There is a need for a new small group for young couples with children. Leaders are secured, a list of potential members
and prospects is formed, curriculum chosen, and a meeting place is designated. The new group, Couples with School-age
Children, can begin!
It is critical that leaders continually explain and gently reinforce the need for the group to begin praying, thinking, and planning to start a new group. Think in terms of a timeline of 12 to 18 months for this group to begin a new group. The lead
teacher is the key to keeping the class outwardly focused and working toward starting a new small group in the near future.
Perhaps about six months after creating the new Couples with School-age Children group, the leaders and members notice
several single adults with children attending the class. Of course, they are welcomed into the group, but leaders realize
the needs of married adults with children and single adults with children are very different. Is it possible a new Bible study
group just for single parents might be more effective at reaching, teaching, and ministering to these adults?
If so, then the existing group leaders prayerfully approach apprentice members
about serving as the leader(s) and seed or core members of the new class.
Training is provided for these new leaders in how to use the curriculum in
teaching the Bible, how to organize a group for ministry and outreach, and
why the group needs to reproduce itself. A date is set, meeting place secured,
and contacts are made for the new group to begin. Then the whole process can
begin again. Starting new groups should become the norm and not something
only certain groups and leaders in the church are striving for.

Where to Start a New Group
Where to meet is also a strategic decision.
Where would the new group have the greatest
probability of succeeding, at the church (on campus) or away from the church (off campus), like
at someone’s home, office, a school, or a coffee
shop? There are advantages and disadvantages for
both options.
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Meeting at the church usually means having a classroom conducive to teaching preschool, children, youth, and adult
groups. In most cases, being on campus promotes all age-groups being able to meet in one location during the same time
period; this is both a convenience and security advantage. Preschoolers, children, and teenagers are able to have Bible
study while adults meet. Disadvantages include difficulty in getting unchurched people to feel comfortable coming to the
church facilities for Bible study and group meetings. In some cases, the expense of constructing and maintaining buildings
for limited usage raises concerns of stewardship for some.
The advantages of meeting off campus would include a more relaxed, “living room” feel for the group’s Bible study and
fellowship. Often, unchurched adults are more willing to come to a neighbor’s home rather than going to the church campus
because the time schedule may be more relaxed and a meal or refreshments can be enjoyed. The greatest disadvantage
is what to do with younger children while the adults participate in their group time. Some approaches to this dilemma are
providing Bible study for children at the church with parents dropping off their child on their way to their group meeting,
enlisting parents to rotate to provide child care, or enlisting several youth to lead the children’s Bible study time in a different
room or at a home near to where the adults are meeting. Properly addressing these disadvantages are critical to the success
of the adult group, the safety of minors, and providing a quality Bible study experience for the preschool, children, teenagers, and adults.
Small groups need to always be thinking about others. The small group is not just for the members to enjoy Bible study and
fellowship week after week, although these are important to the health of the group. Small groups need to think through the
child care issue. Hopefully provision for the group member’s children will include a quality Bible study experience and not
just a “baby-sitting” or entertainment time. Also, groups must constantly and intentionally focus on developing new leaders
so new groups will have teachers and core members to start new groups.
We began this chapter with a quote by an unknown author. Another unknown author stated, “The best way to get something
done is to begin.” You can begin today the process of starting a new group by answering the when and where questions.
After all, the best way to start a new group is to begin.
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CHAPTER 6Next Steps

I

n this last chapter, we will think through the next steps after starting a new group. What should happen in the next 12 to 18 months? How do we keep the class growing and going in the right direction? What do we do if the new group withers or fails? How do we prevent our ongoing group from
becoming a closed group? How do you work with a group that becomes “prophet” led and starts doing their own thing? How do we develop more leaders? How can the group leader do a better job of
being a disciple maker? How do we multiply our group by starting new groups?
Keep on Starting New Groups!
Starting a new group is vital to the health and maturity of your
church and your existing groups. I am grateful that you have been
willing to lead out in starting a new group, but the goal is to keep
on starting new groups. To reach the lost and the unchurched in
our community, we have to start new groups. Then we have to
“keep on” starting new groups to reach more people. We also
need to start new churches and start new ministries. It is about
connecting people around the Word of God in order to fulfill
the mission of going and making disciples.

New Terminology
Terminology is important. The term, “new groups” refers to starting
new Sunday School classes, new Life groups, new small groups,
new Bible study groups, or whatever name your ongoing small group
Bible study ministry uses. We chose the term new groups because it is more
generic and more common to connect all of these “names” into one common
purpose. We call the person who is responsible for that small group community
the “group leader.” We chose that term because a group leader is to “lead” the group
in reaching lost people, teaching God’s Word, ministering to needs of the group, and developing leaders. The last term is
the life cycle of the group. In introducing this terminology, we understand that even ongoing groups have a life cycle. There
is a point in time of any new group that it becomes more and more difficult to remain open to new people. New groups
tend to be more active, more focused on new people, open to change, and open to new opportunities.

Multiplying DNA
Developing a multiplying DNA in the early stages of the new group is important. One of the characteristics of the multiplying
DNA of a group is intentional disciple making. We are to be about making disciples that we one day hope and pray will be
disciple makers themselves. As a result, they will produce disciple makers and so forth. Also a multiplying group starts with
the goal in mind of birthing or starting a new group at some point in the future. We anticipate that the window of opportunity for a group to start a new group is somewhere around 12 to 18 months after it begins. The new group begins with the
same DNA that will hopefully start a new group 12 to 18 months from its beginning. Lastly, a multiplying group will enlist,
train, develop, and send out new leaders. Some of the members are not ready for leadership. In the test tube of a new
group, people can be given responsibilities, gifts be discovered, talents explored, and opportunities offered for the purpose
of developing leaders who can be sent out to start new groups or work in preschool, children, and student groups. When
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starting new groups, it is important to have the right DNA. Make sure your new group is about making disciples, sending
out leaders and starting new groups.

What do I do if my new group doesn’t make it?
In the real world, sometimes things don’t turn out the way we want them to. So what do you do if the group you started
doesn’t make it? Two things need to happen.
First, be honest in your evaluation of why it failed. Did we start it at a bad time? Was this the wrong target
group? Did we do a good job of staying in contact with the prospects for the class? Did we choose the wrong leader(s) to
start the new group? Did location play a factor? Did the planners do a good job in preparation of starting the new group?
There are many questions to pursue in discovering “why” it didn’t make, but we evaluate not to blame someone but so we
can do a better job next time.
Second, begin putting together a plan to try again. Failure is a part of life but it should not distract us from doing
things we know we should be doing. We need to start new groups. So, what is your next target group? When will it meet?
Who will lead it? When will it start? Where will they meet?

How do we keep the new group growing and healthy?
New groups can be difficult because people are starting new relationships and understanding their new roles in this new
environment. Two things are important to keep in the forefront of the members of your group.
First, continue to grow spiritually. God’s Word is the reason this new group is meeting. It is about studying God’s
Word together and individually. If we are not growing spiritually as individuals and as a group, we will not effectively make
disciples.
Second, focus on relationships. Strengthen the relationships with each other and the relationships we seek to have
with those new to our group. Take care of one another. Be there for one another. Do life together. But also, keep your attention and focus on reaching new people. The focus has to be inward and outward at the same time.
Lastly, focus on developing leaders. After you have been together for 12 to 18 months, some will step out into service in other ministries of the church. Some will need to help start a new group. And some will need to take leadership roles
as you continue to reach more people for the existing group you started 12 to 18 months ago.

What do I do if our group goes “rogue”?
Of course, this would never happen in a Baptist church. However, just in case your church happens to be one of those, don’t
fret. Our primary focus in this resource is about highlighting the standard of a healthy new group movement. A healthy new
group teaches God’s Word, makes disciples, develops leaders, ministers and cares for members, reaches new people, and
starts new groups and ministries. If a group ceases to focus on these areas, that group runs the risk of forgetting why it was
created. Point out to stray groups and their leaders the standard of a healthy group. If they choose to do otherwise, then let
them alone. Find other leaders and willing folks who will help you start new groups. On the other hand, if they are teaching
unbiblical truths, thwarting the work of the church, or denigrating the church and its leadership, then deal with it as your
church would with any member or group that goes against the church.

How do I develop leaders in the group?
Living Sacrifices to God (Romans 12:1-8 NKJV)
1
I beseech you therefore, bretheren, by the mercies of God, that you present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable
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to God, which is your reasonable service. 2 And do not be conformed to this world, but be transformed by the renewing of
your mind, that you may prove what is that good and acceptable and perfect will of God.
Serving God with Spiritual Gifts
3
For I say, through the grace given to me, to everyone who is among you, not to think of himself more highly than he
ought to think, but to think soberly, as God has dealt to each one a measure of faith. 4 For as we have many members in
one body, but all the members do not have the same function, 5 we, being many, are one body in Christ, and individually
members of one another. 6 Having then gifts differing according to the grace that is given to us, let us use them: if prophecy,
let us prophesy in proportion to our faith; 7 or ministry, let us use it in our ministering; he who teaches, in teaching; 8 he who
exhorts, in exhortation; he who gives, with liberality; he who leads, with diligence; he who shows mercy, with cheerfulness.

Spiritual Gifts: Unity in Diversity (I Corinthians 12:1-30 NKJV)
1
Now concerning spiritual gifts, brethren, I do not want you to be ignorant: 2 You know that you were Gentiles, carried
away to these dumb idols, however you were led. 3 Therefore I make known to you that no one speaking by the Spirit of
God calls Jesus accursed, and no one can say that Jesus is Lord except by the Holy Spirit. 4 There are diversities of gifts, but
the same Spirit. 5 There are differences of ministries, but the same Lord. 6 And there are diversities of activities, but it is the
same God who works all in all. 7 But the manifestation of the Spirit is given to each one for the profit of all: 8 for to one is
given the word of wisdom through the Spirit, to another the word of knowledge through the same Spirit, 9 to another faith by
the same Spirit, to another gifts of healings by the same Spirit, 10 to another the working of miracles, to another prophecy, to
another discerning of spirits, to another different kinds of tongues, to another the interpretation of tongues. 11 But one and the
same Spirit works all these things, distributing to each one as He wills.
Unity and Diversity in One Body
12
For as the body is one and has many members, but all the members of that one body, being many, are one body, so
also is Christ. 13 For by one Spirit we were all baptized into one body — whether Jews or Greeks, whether slaves or free
— have all been made to drink into one Spirit. 14 For in fact the body is not one member but many. 15 If the foot should say,
“Because I am not a hand, I am not of the body,” is it therefore not of the body? 16 And if the ear should say, “Because I
am not an eye, I am not of the body,” is it therefore not of the body? 17 If the whole body were an eye, where would be the
hearing? If the whole were hearing, where would be the smelling? 18 But God has set the members, each one of them, in the
body just as He pleased. 19 And if they were all one member, where would the body be? 20 But now indeed there are many
members, yet one body. 21 And the eye cannot say to the hand, “I have no need of you”; nor again the head to the feet, “I
have no need of you.” 22 No, much rather, those members of the body which seem to be weaker are necessary. 23 And those
members of the body which we think to be less honorable, on these we bestow greater honor; and our unpresentable parts
have greater modesty, 24 but our presentable parts have no need. But God composed the body, having given greater honor
to that part which lacks it, 25 that there should be no schism in the body, but that the members should have the same care
for one another. 26 And if one member suffers, all the members suffer with it; or if one member is honored, all the members
rejoice with it. 27 Now you are the body of Christ, and members individually. 28 And God has appointed these in the church:
apostles, second prophets, third teachers, after that miracles, then gifts of healings, helps, administrations, varieties of
tongues. 29 Are all apostles? Are all prophets? Are all teachers? Are all workers of miracles? 30 Do all have gifts of healings?
Do all speak with tongues? Do all interpret? Earnestly desire the best gifts. And yet I show you a more excellent way.
Start by praying that God would reveal to you who to begin to deal with leadership in the group. Conduct a spiritual gift
assessment. Teach and discuss about Romans 12 and 1 Corinthians 12 which talks about one body and many parts. Help
members of your group discover how they “fit” into the new group. Encourage them to discover ways they can use their
spiritual gifts, their unique abilities, and personality to serve one another in the group. Ask them to take on specific short
term responsibilities. Give them a chance to succeed in something small so that they are ready to take on something bigger
the next time.
When you are developing leaders, it is critical they know it is okay not to know everything. They can try lots of different
roles and not feel like they are going to be judged. People need to know they are loved, even when they mess up. They also
need to know God created them with gifts so they can serve. Let them know God not only made them to serve but He wants
to use them in making a difference in someone else’s life.
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What is the “life cycle” of a new group?
When a new group begins, the dynamics of that new group are unique. The attention is on new people. There is a point
however where the focus begins to turn more inward. At that point, the group ceases being “new.” Even after that point, a
group may still be focused outwards but it is principally because of the focus of the leadership.
This is the point to emphasize that an evaluation of the group needs to be administered. No one but the actual membership
of the group knows when this begins. Typically it will be between 12 to 18 months. For some it is shorter and for others it is
longer. As you approach that point, you need to ask these questions:
4 W
 hich of the members are ready to be sent out as missionaries to other age groups (preschool, children or
youth) and other ministries?
4 Which of the members are ready to be the catalyst for starting a new group?
4 Which of the members are ready to assume leadership of the existing group to begin to reach new people?
(NOTE: This is a re-birth of the original group.)

Starting new groups is essential to a healthy, growing, dynamic church. It isn’t easy, but it’s worth it. Thank you for joining us in creating a movement for starting new groups. I can’t wait to see what God is going to do. New people will be
reached, more people baptized, more churches started, more leaders equipped and sent out, and more lives changed. To
God be the Glory!
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Take-Aways
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My Plan of Action
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APPENDIXFour Year Plan
Is it possible to start 2,000 Bible Study units to reach new people over the next four years? Possible, absolutely! Probable?
Well that depends on a lot of intentional prayer and hard work.

Let’s break this down in segments to determine how Mississippi Baptists could do this
under the Lord’s leadership.
4 2
 013 Enlist at least 200 churches to start one new unit
Result 200 new units
4 2
 014 Enlist at least 200 more churches to start one new unit and those doing so in 2013 each start another unit
Result 400 new units
4 2
 015 Enlist at least 200 more churches to start one new unit and those doing so in 2013-2014 start one new unit
Result 600 new units
4 2
 016 Enlist at least 200 more churches to start one new unit and those doing so in 2013-2015 start one new unit
Result 800 new units
Four year total — Result 2000 new units

What will this do for the Kingdom?
Each new unit will reach an average of 20 people over a period of 18-24 months.
At that point they would be encouraged to multiply and create another unit.
That would result in 40,000 new people being reached.
Each new unit would reach an average of at least 10 nonbelievers and five of them would come to Christ within a year.
Four year total baptisms — 10,000 new baptisms
As each new member of each new unit is properly discipled, God will soon bring exponential growth to our church and to
His Kingdom.
And as these new members are discipled there is a side benefit as well, the financial. Folks in new units tend to give at the
direction of the church. When the church teaches tithing, they tithe. The conservative per capita giving for SBC churches
today is $20. New units will average 50% of their enrollment. New units will enroll at least 20 new people, averaging 10.
Multiply that by $20/week/attending member ($20x50x10=$10,000). That is $10,000 per new class per year. God can
do a lot in Kingdom work with those new dollars.
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MBCB Sunday School Department Actions plans to accomplish starting 2000 new
units in four years.
1.	Work with Regional Sunday School Consultants to enlist AMDs and Associational Sunday School Directors to be
a part of Regional Planning Teams.
2. Target those churches in each Association most likely to be able to start new units.
3.	Enlist the pastors and Sunday School directors of those churches to make a commitment to start at least one new
unit per year.
4. Encourage each participating church to go through “Praying Up Your Sunday School.”
5. 	Equip each participating pastor and Sunday School director with proper procedures to enlist Sunday School
TEAMS for each new unit.
6.	Provide training for each participating church for new unit leaders. This can be done using the resources of the
church, the Association, and MBCB.
7. Help each participating church to set a target date to begin the new unit.
8. Pray, Pray, Pray.
9. Encourage each new leader of the new unit to invite their friends to attend on the start date of the new unit.
10. Encourage each church to start the new unit on the target date.
11. Track the progress of each church to encourage them and celebrate with them.
12. 	Publish a celebration list quarterly of those churches beginning new units and the results of these new units:
members enrolled, attendance, professions of faith, and baptism.

Action Plans for participating churches.
How to Start New Groups: Your Role as a Catalyst to Start New Groups
One of the most important things a church can do is start new groups. New groups reach new people, develop new leaders, make more disciples, and allow more people to exercise their spiritual gifts leading to greater spiritual maturity. New
groups grow faster and are more evangelistic than existing groups. Churches that regularly start new groups almost always
experience consistent growth. Any church, regardless of its size, location, or ethnicity, can start new groups.
But starting new groups is not easy. You have to be intentional in your actions. Starting new groups requires a catalyst …
and you are that catalyst! You must have the vision for reaching new people and be willing to do the hard work it takes to
make it happen. Here are simple steps to start a new group.
4 Pray
Pray for God to lead you to who you need to reach, assimilate and disciple. Pray for God to call new leaders to start
groups. Pray for existing groups to support the creation of new groups by praying and releasing members to begin a
new group. Ask God to bring awareness to people, who are not participating in a group, of their need for Him and
for relationships with others.
4 Identify your target
Decide who the new group is intended to reach. Young Adults? Single Parents? Students? Children? Preschoolers?
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Parents with Preschoolers? What segment of your congregation or community does not “fit” with your existing small
groups? Is there an age span that is too wide? Who attends worship but does not have a group that is designed for
them?
4 S
 elect resources/curriculum that the group will use
Use resources that address both the needs of people you are trying to reach and also the leadership abilities of the
group leader. Order these prior to enlisting the leader so you can show them the tools they will have.
4 E
nlist the right leaders — Sunday School TEAMS
Enlist a Team leader for the new group. Share your vision with this person. Pray with them and ask for a commitment.
4 E
nlist “missionaries” to help start the new group
Enlist “missionaries” among the church that fit the target. It’s easier to start a group with a few friends who are willing
to help the leader. Start with at least five people to be the core of the new group — Teacher, Evangelism Leader,
Administrative Leader, Ministry Leader, Service Leader.
4 D
 evelop a list of prospects for the new group
Develop a list of potential members for the new group. Include contact information with e-mail, phone, address, etc.
Help the new leader and core group contact people who are not currently connected to a group. Personal phone calls
are much better than e-mail or letters.
4 S
 elect a date to start the new group
New groups can start at any time. Consider starting new groups at the start of the new church year, January 1, or
Easter Sunday, but don’t limit yourself to these dates.
4 C
 hoose a time, location, and room where the group will meet
This may include cleaning out a room or using a nearby home. It could also mean using a room or home at a day
and time other than the primary time in which groups currently meet.
4 T
rain the leader and core team
Provide training for the leader and those who agree to help start the group. Provide expectations of leaders, job specific training, and information on the target group.
4 S
 tart with a fellowship
Plan and conduct a fellowship or interest party. Many people who will attend the new group are interested in making
new friends. Offer a fellowship before the start of the new group and invite as many potential members as possible.
Share about the new group and invite participants to attend. Consider enlisting an existing group to help with the fellowship/interest party and other activities.
4 C
 onduct the first Bible study session with the new group
Make sure the leader and core group is ready! Arrive early and verify the room/space is ready to go! Allow time for
fellowship and prayer.
4 E
valuate, encourage, and celebrate
Evaluate the process, encourage the new group, celebrate new participants. Follow up frequently with the new group
and leader as they work to build relationships with people. Encourage the group and leader to plan fellowships and
ministry projects. Do life together.
4 E
nlist and train additional leaders
As the group grows equip the leaders to enlist and train additional class leaders, especially an apprentice teacher
and ministry leaders. Encourage the group to pray to start a new group in the next 12-18 months as most groups
cease to grow after 24 months. The apprentice should be trained to start and lead a new group, or assume leadership of the existing group while your leader starts another new group.
4 Begin the process again
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COMMITMENT FORM
Be A Catalyst: Start New Groups
Extreme Sunday School Challenge

Church Name

Pastor’s Name

Pastor’s Address						

City					

Pastor’s E-mail 						

Pastor’s Daytime Phone

State

We agree that new groups grow faster than existing groups. We also agree that two of three people in Mississippi are
not involved in ongoing small Bible Study. Therefore, we accept the challenge to begin at least one new small group Bible
Study unit this year. We agree to properly enlist the leadership team needed for this group and to make sure they are properly trained and encouraged throughout the year. We will also encourage them to become a multiplying class and send out
a team to start another class when they are consistently averaging twenty to twenty-five in attendance.
We will additionally encourage existing Bible Study classes to prayerfully consider starting a new class as well.

Pastor’s Signature

Sunday School Director’s Signature

Date

Complete and return to:
Sunday School Department, PO Box 530, Jackson MS 39205
Fax: 601-714-7430
E-mail: cday@mbcb.org

CONTACT INFORMATION
MBCB SUNDAY SCHOOL DEPARTMENT STAFF
Kiely Young, Director
kyoung@mbcb.org • 601-292-3298
Angie Boydstun, Preschool/Children and VBS Consultant
aboydstun@mbcb.org • 601-292-3294
Carolyn Day, Ministry Assistant
cday@mbcb.org • 601-292-3291
Jo Wasson, Ministry Assistant
jwasson@mbcb.org • 601-292-3292

SUNDAY SCHOOL REGIONAL CONSULTANTS
Region 1 — J. Courtney Selby, Panola Baptist Association
pcba-amd@bellsouth.net
Region 2 — Charles Rodgers, Union County Baptist Association
ucba1@hotmail.com
Region 3 — Tommy Williamson, Mid-Delta Association
pastortommy@bellsouth.net
Region 4 — J.C. Prather, Cumberland Baptist Church, Macon
mspa3@netscape.net
Region 5 — Frank Harmon, Brandon Baptist Church, Brandon
hfrankharmon@comcast.com
Region 6 — Paul Blanchard, Winston Baptist Association
amd@winstonbaptist.org
Region 7 — Archie Herrin, First Baptist Church, Columbia
archie_herrin@att.net
Region 8 — David Rogers, Main Street Baptist Church, Hattiesburg
davidc@mainstreetbaptistchurch.org
Region 9 — Dionne Williams, Gulf Coast Baptist Association, Gulfport
dionne@gulfcoastba.com
MS Baptist Convention Board
Sunday School Department • PO Box 530, Jackson MS 39205
1-800-748-1651 or 601-968-3800 (locally) • Fax #: 601-714-7430
Web site: www.mbcb.org/church_growth/ss

